
Additions 
Please see comments re reappointment, promotion, and tenure policies.
Don\'t know
Obviously, all the updates that are now stuck between pages as memos.
hard copies should be made available
I don\'t have anything in mind at the moment.
No Comment
information about the new faculty/staff clinic, if it isn\'t already being added
probably; these questions are too broad to answer without sitting down with the document--which is what the committee will do. Better guidance would 
provide more specific responses.
I think the Copyright Statement dated 1994 should be looked at; we need to look at the guiding documents from the AAUP to be sure that we are up to 
date with regard to family-related matters and the impact on tenure timetables.  On another note with regard to Faculty Senate Handbook format/online or 
print:  given that we must be cognizant of costs, I think all consideration should be given to maintaining the document in its online format with no more 
than 5 to 10 print copies available for archival purposes.  We are in institution whose signature is that of being technologically savvy, and I think all parts 
of the institution should support this signature in every way possible.
none
Pregnancy leave policy is long overdue.  Embarrassing gap.
No opinion
None
More help regarding \"permanent comprehensive file\" and faculty appeals process 
A schedule of courses for each major, to help both students and advisors.
NA
Teaching loads and number of students for online courses.
information on the process of hiring perhaps at different levels.  Understanding hierarchy of college and University, etc.
policies about computer cheating 
same
Standard procedures for course administration.
actually it is pretty good. sometimes things are a bit hard to find.
no
I am on that committee and will have chance to take a good look at the handbook.  
everyone should have a hard copy
--Policy on visiting faculty... how should the appointment be made?  --Can one be part-time research faculty?  We in Physics have a lot of call for this.

the relationship of personnel in Research Centers and faculty not in Centers
I haven\'t had much need of the use of this...
\"Senior Lecturer\" rank
don\'t know
Some colleges have teaching guides, that would help.  Some guidance about dossier makeup and organization.
?????
Don\'t know
I encountered something this term I\'d never heard of and couldn\'t find in the faculty handbook or the student handbooke. A student is taking my course 
as a listener (not an audit). I\'d never heard of that and tried to look it up and found nothing. Fortunately, my dept head knew about it.
Not that I can think of at this time.



Faculty salary determination, annual evlaution, and merit pay criteria and porcedures.  I do not think it is enough to say that this is done by department 
chair.  I think this should be done by a faculty committee in the departmemt and college.  I am concerned that both representatives to this work from our 
college are from only one  department.
NA
Same response.
not that i know of
no
I don\'t think so...


